DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ABHINASH GOGOI
PRADIP GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510001

S2030586

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ABHISHEKH DHEKIAL
MANJIT DHEKIAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510002

S2030588

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ADARSH MUDOI
JUGAL MUDOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510003

S2030589

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEEC3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ADITYA GOGOI
DEEPAK GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510004

S2030592

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

AKASH SHARMA
LILA SHARMA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510005

S2030597

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESN3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ALEXCIUS PURTY
LAZARUS PURTY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510006

S2030598

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

AMLAN SONOWAL
PINTU SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510007

S2030600

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ARUNAV SAIKIA
PABAN SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510008

S2030617

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ASHISH SINGH
AMAR SINGH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510009

S2030621

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,SEC14-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

AVISHEK RAI
BOM BAHADURI RAI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510010

S2030623

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEEC3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BASTAV GOGOI
DILIP GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510011

S2030630

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BHASKAR JYOTI HAZARIKA
DINESH HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510012

S2030636

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BHASKAR JYOTI DOLEY

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.

HIRANYA DOLEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510013

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

S1928438

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
GEED3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIKASH BORUAH
KUSHAL BORUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510014

S2030639

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIRENDRA NATH KARDANG
GHANAKANTA KARDANG
REGISTRATION NO.

25510015

S2030645

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BISWAJIT TAMULI
RANJIT TAMULI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510016

S2030650

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DEBASISH DAS
HIRANYA DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510017

S2030663

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIBYAJYOTI DAS
DIJEN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510018

S2030670

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIPU DEORI
LAKHESWAR DEORI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510019

S2030679

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GAURI PRASAD GOGOI
TAPAN GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510020

S2030686

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GEORGE DHAN
SEMSON DHAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510021

S2030689

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GUDDU KUMAR
BACHA SAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510022

S2030692

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

HAMONTA NATH
GANESH NATH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510023

S2030694

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

HARAJIT CHANGMAI

Son/Daughter of

JAYANTA CHANGMAI

ROLL NO.

25510024

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030695

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

HIRAKJYOTI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of

DEBESWAR SONOWAL

ROLL NO.

25510025

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030701

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

HIRANYA DAS
PRANAB DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510026

S2030703

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

HIROB JYOTI DAS
BABUL DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510027

S2030704

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JINTU CHETIA
ARUP CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510028

S2030711

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JINTU MECH

Son/Daughter of

BAIKUNTHA MECH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510029

S2030712

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JUBIN GOGOI
NAKUL GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510030

S2030714

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JYOTISHMAN DIHINGIA
KRISHNANANDA DIHINGIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510031

S2030721

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JYOTISHMOY GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

NITYANANDA GOGOI

ROLL NO.

25510032

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030722

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KAUSHIK GOGOI
HEMANTA GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510033

S2030732

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KIRTIRAJ CHETIA
HEMANTA CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510034

S2030739

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,SEC14-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MAIJUDDIN AHMED HAZARIKA

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RAJUL AHMED HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510035

S2030754

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MANASH CHETIA
BOLINDRA NATH CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510036

S2030757

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MANASH PROTIM DAS
DIPESWAR DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510037

S2030758

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MANDEEP DAS

Son/Daughter of

BIJOY SANKAR DAS

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510038

S2030759

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MOUSHAM PRATIM SONOWAL
PRODIP SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510039

S2030775

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NABAJYOTI GOGOI
GUNADHAR GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510040

S2030780

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NABAJYOTI HAZARI
LAKHI HAZARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510041

S2030781

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NAVARUN GOGOI
DIPEN GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510042

S2030789

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NAYAN BARUAH
RAMESH BARUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510043

S2030790

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NEERAJ SHARMA
KUBER PRASAD SHARMA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510044

S2030792

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NITISH KUMAR CHETIA
ROMEN CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510045

S2030809

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NUPUR SONOWAL
KUMUD SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510046

S2030814

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PALASH GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

TIKENDRA JIT GOGOI

ROLL NO.

25510047

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030818

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PANKAJ HAZARIKA
PADMA HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510048

S2030822

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PARAG MECH
PROFIT MECH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510049

S2030824

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PRANAB JYOTI KURMI

Son/Daughter of

PARASHURAM KURMI

ROLL NO.

25510050

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030830

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEEC3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRASENJIT MANDAL
GOVINDA MANDAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510051

S2030833

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYABRAT DIHINGIA
BABUL DIHINGIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510052

S2030847

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PRONAB JYOTI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of

GUNESWAR SONOWAL

ROLL NO.

25510053

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030849

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RAJ MISHRA
GIRINDRA MISHRA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510054

S2030861

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RAJA PRASAD RAUTH

Son/Daughter of

LALBABU PRASAD RAUTH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510055

S2030862

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RAJDEEP KONWAR
BUDHEN KONWAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510056

S2030863

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,SEC14-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RANTU GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

RAMESWAR GOGOI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510057

S2030866

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RICKY PAUL
RANJIT PAUL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510058

S2030868

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RIJIT GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

PRANABJYOTI GOGOI

ROLL NO.

25510059

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030869

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RIKIRAJ KONWAR
PUNA KONWAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510060

S2030870

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RISHIRAJ SONOWAL
PRANAB SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510061

S2030874

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RITU HAZARIKA
BIMAN HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510062

S2030878

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SAMIR GOGOI
KAILYAN GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510063

S2030902

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SANJAY DUTTA BISWAS

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHYAMAL DUTTA BISWAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510064

S2030907

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SANJIB GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

KARNESWAR GOGOI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510065

S2030908

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEAN3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SANKAR JYOTI GOGOI
HERAMBA GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510066

S2030910

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHANTU BARUAH
DILIP BARUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510067

S2030915

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SIDHARTHA DAS
BHAITIMAN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510068

S2030922

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SURAJ THAKUR
MUSAFIR THAKUR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510069

S2030940

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SUSANTA BHATTACHARJEE
SUBODH BHATTACHARJEE
REGISTRATION NO.

25510070

S2030942

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEEC3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TONMOY CHUTIA
DIPUL CHUTIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510071

S2030951

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

UDDIPTA BARUAH

Son/Daughter of

MONURANJAN BARUAH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510072

S2030954

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

VIJAY YADAV
NARESH YADAV
REGISTRATION NO.

25510073

S2030959

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

VISHAL DHAR

Son/Daughter of

MANOJ KUMAR DHAR

ROLL NO.

25510074

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030960

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ADITI SAIKIA
JITU SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510075

S2030590

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANJONA BHUYAN
HIRANYA KUMAR BHUYAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510076

S2030608

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANKITA MONDAL
RAJESH MONDAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510077

S2030610

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ARPANA SARMAH
MADHAB SARMAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510078

S2030616

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ASHI SAH
RAJU SAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510079

S2030618

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ASHIA KHATOON
ABDUL RAHMAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510080

S2030619

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BANDANA SONOWAL
KHIRUD SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510081

S2030626

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BARAKHA PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of

DIBYA KUMAR PHUKAN

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510082

S2030627

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BARBEE BAGLARI
BALIN BAGLARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510083

S2030628

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BHAGYALAKHI GOGOI
DINESH GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510084

S2030632

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BHITALI SONOWAL
MOJIN SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510085

S2030637

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BINJUMONI DEORI
BHUPEN DEORI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510086

S2030643

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BISHNUPRIYA DUTTA
JAGYASWAR DUTTA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510087

S2030648

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BORNALI BORUAH
HEMANTA BORUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510088

S2030654

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

CHAYANIKA GOGOI
DIPU GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510089

S2030657

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DAISY BORGOHAIN
LATE MAKHAN BROGOHAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510090

S2030662

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIKHITA HATIBORUAH
DIGANTA HATIBORUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510091

S2030671

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIPSHIKHA SAIKIA
INDRESWAR SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510092

S2030678

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEAN3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DOLLY BORGOHAIN
BIJOY BORGOHAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510093

S2030681

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DOLY GOGOI
BHUBAN GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510094

S2030682

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GARGI HAZARI
TARUN CHANDRA HAZARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510095

S2030685

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

GAYATRI DEHINGIA

Son/Daughter of

RUPESWAR DEHINGIA

ROLL NO.

25510096

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030687

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GUDDI KUMARI
MANOJ PRASAD
REGISTRATION NO.

25510097

S2030691

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JIMPI DAS
DEBESWAR DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510098

S2030708

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JINGKHAW ARANGHAM
REWAN ARANGHAM
REGISTRATION NO.

25510099

S2030709

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JONALI NAMASUDRA
NARAYAN NAMASUDRA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510100

S2030713

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JYOTI YADAV

Son/Daughter of

RAJKUMAR YADAV

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510101

S2030719

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KABITA DEVI
TARUN SINGH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510102

S2030723

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

KAKU BARUAH

Son/Daughter of

BULANTA BARUAH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510103

S2030724

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KANGKANA BORGOHAIN
JINTU BORGOHAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510104

S2030726

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

KARINA DOWARAH

Son/Daughter of

BANIKANTA DOWARAH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510105

S2030728

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KARINA HAZARIKA
MUKUT HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510106

S2030729

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KASTURI KHANIKAR
BIPUL KHANIKAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510107

S2030731

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

KAVITA YADAV

Son/Daughter of

HARINARAYAN YADAV

ROLL NO.

25510108

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030733

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

KHUSI DOLEY

Son/Daughter of

KHIRUJ KUMAR DOLEY

ROLL NO.

25510109

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030737

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KIRAN SHARMA
HARI SHARMA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510110

S2030738

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KITRY BORAH
PABITRA BORAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510111

S2030740

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KRITIKA HONDIKOI
TRIRANGA JYOTI HONDIKOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510112

S2030743

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LIMAKHI GOHAIN
BHUPEN GOHAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510113

S2030746

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,SEC18-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

LIPI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of

MRIDUL GOGOI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510114

S2030747

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LIZA SONOWAL
JUGANANDA SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510115

S2030748

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LIZA KURMI
TANU KURMI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510116

S2030749

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LUNA KACHARI
DHAJEN KACHARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510117

S2030751

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MANDIRA DAS

Son/Daughter of

GOKUL KRISHNA DAS

ROLL NO.

25510118

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030760

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESN3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MANISHA SHARMA

Son/Daughter of

TANKESWAR SHARMA

ROLL NO.

25510119

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030762

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MEGHA SARMA
RAJIB SARMA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510120

S2030763

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ECOH5-ESE,ECOH6-ESE,ECOH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MISS NIHARIKA MOUT
BUDHIN MOUT
REGISTRATION NO.

25510121

S2030766

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MOHSINA BEGUM
MUSHRAF AHMED
REGISTRATION NO.

25510122

S2030768

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MONISHA CHETIA
PRASANTA CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510123

S2030770

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MONOWARA BEGUM
JOYNAL ABEDIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510124

S2030772

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MOYURI HAZARIKA
NIRMAL HAZARIKA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510125

S2030776

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NASRIN BEGUM

Son/Daughter of

SAHABUDDIN KHAN

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510126

S2030788

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NEETAMONI GOGOI
PARESH GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510127

S2030793

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIHARIKA DOWARAH
THANURAM DOWARAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510128

S2030798

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NILAKHI DUTTA
DIBAKER DUTTA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510129

S2030804

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NIMIKHA MORAN

Son/Daughter of

LATE KHAGEN MORAN

ROLL NO.

25510130

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030805

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIRMALA TOPPO
JUNASH TOPPO
REGISTRATION NO.

25510131

S2030808

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NITUMONI DOWARAH
KUKIL DOWARAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510132

S2030810

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NOMI GOGOI
BIJIT GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510133

S2030812

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NUTAN KUMARI PANDEY
SANJAY PANDEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510134

S2030815

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PALLABI DEORI
BIRAJ DEORI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510135

S2030820

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
ANTH5-ESE,ANTH6-ESE,ANTH7-ESE,SEC14-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRAJALI SONOWAL
JATINDRA NATH SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510136

S2030828

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRASTUTI DAS
RAJIB DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510137

S2030835

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PRITY THAKUR

Son/Daughter of

RAM BABU THAKUR

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510138

S2030839

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYA MECH
PRADIP MECH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510139

S2030845

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,EDNH5-ESE,EDNH6-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PUJA PHUKAN
DINESH PHUKAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510140

S2030850

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PUSPITA SONOWAL
ROMAN SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510141

S2030852

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RANJITA NGATE
SANJU NGATE
REGISTRATION NO.

25510142

S2030865

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RENI SONOWAL
KRISHNA KANTA SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510143

S2030867

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RITA SENABORIYA DEORI

Son/Daughter of

NILADHAR SENABORIYA DEORI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510144

S2030875

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RITIKA KUMARI
BACHA SINGH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510145

S2030877

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RITUMONI BORUAH
TIPESWAR BORUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510146

S2030880

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RITUMONI LAHON
CHANDRA LAHON
REGISTRATION NO.

25510147

S2030881

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RIYA RAI
LALA RAI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510148

S2030884

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ROMA KUMARI YADAV
RAMDAS YADAV
REGISTRATION NO.

25510149

S2030889

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RONASHREE DUTTA
SONA RAM DUTTA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510150

S2030891

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEHS3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RUBINA KHATOON
HASNAIN SHAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510151

S2030893

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RUPJYOTI MURAH
JAGANATH MURAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510152

S2030896

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC2-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SANDANA KONWAR
MUKUT KONWAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510153

S2030903

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SEEMA NATH
DIPEN NATH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510154

S2030914

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,SOCH5-ESE,SOCH6-ESE,SOCH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHIBANI KEOT
BINOD KEOT
REGISTRATION NO.

25510155

S2030917

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEPL3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SIMI HAZARIKA

Son/Daughter of

ARABINDA HAZARIKA

ROLL NO.

25510156

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030924

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SIMI RANI DAS
NARAYAN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510157

S2030925

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SMRITI GOGOI
SUNIL GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510158

S2030926

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,ASMH5-ESE,ASMH6-ESE,ASMH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SONI SINGH
IKBAL SINGH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510159

S2030929

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SONIA KUMARI THAKUR
LALAN KUMAR THAKUR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510160

S2030930

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SUPRIYA BARUAH
RANJAN BARUAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510161

S2030938

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,PSCH5-ESE,PSCH6-ESE,PSCH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SWARNAMONI HANDIQUE
GOBIN HANDIQUE
REGISTRATION NO.

25510162

S2030944

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC14-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GESO3-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

TARALI CHOWKHAM

Son/Daughter of

BUDESHWAR CHOWKHAM

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510163

S2030948

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,HISH5-ESE,HISH6-ESE,HISH7-ESE,GEPS3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TONMOYEE PARASHAR BORAH
JIBON BORAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510164

S2030952

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC18-ESE,SNSH5-ESE,SNSH6-ESE,SNSH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

VARSHA SHARMA
UMA KANT SHARMA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510165

S2030958

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
ANTH5-ESE,ANTH6-ESE,ANTH7-ESE,SEC13-ESE,GEEC3A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

YASMIN MUMTAZ
MAMTAZ ANSARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510166

S2030962

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SEC13-ESE,HINH5-ESE,HINH6-ESE,HINH7-ESE,GEED3B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal

Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ABHI SAIKIA
KARTIK SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510167

S2030582

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ABHIJIT BARMAN
KUMUD BARMAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510168

S2030584

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ABHINASH SAIKIA
SHYAMAL SAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510169

S2030587

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ADITYA DAS
KAMAL DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510170

S2030591

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ADITYA KASHYAP
JOY PRAKASH SHAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510171

S2030593

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,ECON3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

AFTAB HUSSAIN
JAKIR HUSSAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510172

S2030594

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

AMLAN BORUAH

Son/Daughter of

LATE TOPAN BORUAH

ROLL NO.

25510173

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030599

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANJAN MILI
SIVA MILI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510174

S2030607

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANUPAM DAS
ARUN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510175

S2030613

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BHABAKANTA PAIT
RAJU PAIT
REGISTRATION NO.

25510176

S2030631

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BHARGOV SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LAKHI NATH SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510177

S2030635

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIKASH KURMI
KIRTON KURMI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510178

S2030640

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIKASH PHUKAN
DIBYA KUMAR PHUKAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510179

S2030641

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

BIKASH MAHATOO
DULARCHAND MAHATOO

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510180

S2030642

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIPLAB SEN
PRADIP KUMAR SEN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510181

S2030644

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BISHAL BORAH

Son/Daughter of

DURGESWAR BORAH

ROLL NO.

25510182

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030646

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BISHAL MANDAL
BISHWANATH MANDAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510183

S2030647

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

BITUPON CHOUHAN
JUGENDRA SINGH CHOUHAN

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510184

S2030651

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BIVEK CHETIA
RANJIT CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510185

S2030652

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

CHIRAG RANJAN DAS

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SONJIB RANJAN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510186

S2030660

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DEBOJIT GOGOI
LATE DILIP GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510187

S2030664

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DEEP GHOSH
SAMIR GHOSH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510188

S2030666

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

HIMANGSHU THAKUR

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ATINDRA NATH THAKUR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510189

S2030699

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

HIMAYATUL HAQUE

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NURUL HAQUE
REGISTRATION NO.

25510190

S2030700

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JAMIL UL HAQUE
MUHIBUL HAQUE
REGISTRATION NO.

25510191

S2030706

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

JUGANTA TAMULI
PRASHANTA KUMAR TAMULI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510192

S2030715

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

JYOTIR ADITYA BURAGOHAIN
DEVA KISHORE BURAGOHAIN

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510193

S2030720

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,ECON3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

KARTIK RAJBONSHI RAJBONSHI

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DEBEN RAJBONSHI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510194

S2030730

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

KHRITISH BHARALI
BIBHUTI BHUSAN BHARALI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510195

S2030734

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KUKIL GOGOI
BUBUL GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510196

S2030744

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

LAKHYAJIT BORAH
PABITRA BORAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510197

S2030745

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MADHUJYA SUBBA

Son/Daughter of

CHINTA MONI SUBBA

ROLL NO.

25510198

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S1928559

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MADHUV SINGHA
KULO CHANDRA SINGHA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510199

S2030753

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,ECON3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

MANAB JYOTI SONOWAL
MOHINI MOHAN SONOWAL

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510200

S2030756

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MOHAN SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of

MITRADEV SONOWAL

ROLL NO.

25510201

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030767

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MONOJIT GHOSH
SANJOY GHOSH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510202

S2030771

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MUNU ALI
AJMOT ALI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510203

S2030777

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MUNU MAHILI
SURASH MAHILI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510204

S2030778

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,ECON3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NAKUL KURMI
FORNU KURMI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510205

S2030783

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NAYAN JYOTI BHUYAN

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DINESH BHUYAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510206

S2030791

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NIRANJAN SARKAR

Son/Daughter of

DHANANJAY SARKAR

ROLL NO.

25510207

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030807

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

OMPRAKASH SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of

SATYA PRASAD SAIKIA

ROLL NO.

25510208

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030816

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PABITRA BORAH
BABUL BORAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510209

S2030817

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PALLAB JYOTI LAHON

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SUSHIL LAHON
REGISTRATION NO.

25510210

S2030819

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PANKAJ BORO
DHAN BORO
REGISTRATION NO.

25510211

S2030821

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRANAB DAS
DEEP DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510212

S2030829

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRANJAL PAUL
PARITUSH PAUL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510213

S2030831

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RAHUL CHETRI

Son/Daughter of

DILIP KUMAR CHETRI

ROLL NO.

25510214

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S1928657

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RAHUL RAI

Son/Daughter of

MAHENDRA RAI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510215

S2030856

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RAJ DAS
HEMENDAR DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510216

S2030860

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RITICK DAS
NARAYAN DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510217

S2030876

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ROFIKUL ISLAM
SOMIR ALI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510218

S2030887

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ROMAN ALI
MD. SAHJAHAN ALI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510219

S2030890

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SANJIB SHAH
RAJU SHAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510220

S2030909

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SANTANU DEHINGIA

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ROBIN DEHINGIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510221

S2030911

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SAPUN JYOTI DEORI

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRAFULL DEORI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510222

S2030912

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHOAIB RAHMAN
KHALILUR RAHMAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510223

S2030918

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TRIDIV GOGOI
ANIL GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510224

S2030953

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

UTTAM BARMON
RAJEN BARMON
REGISTRATION NO.

25510225

S2030957

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

YUVRAJ BORUAH
RAJAT CHANDRA BORUAH

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510226

S2030963

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANISA NATH
SHIBU CHANDRA NATH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510227

S2030604

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANJALI RAUT
RAM NARESH RAUT
REGISTRATION NO.

25510228

S2030605

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

ANKITA PAUL

Son/Daughter of

BISWANATH PAUL

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510229

S2030611

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BARBIE CHETIA
TARUN CHETIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510230

S2030629

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BHAIROBI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MUNIN SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510231

S2030633

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

BHANUPRIYA BAISHYA

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

UPEN BAISHYA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510232

S2030634

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BOBBY TANTI
SHIVNATH TANTI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510233

S2030653

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

CHAYANIKA KONWAR

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANUP KONWAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510234

S2030658

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DEVASHREE BORAH
SIBA KANTA BORAH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510235

S2030669

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

DIMPI DEORI

Son/Daughter of

TANTIRAM DEORI

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510236

S2030672

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

DIPANJALI GOGOI DAS

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TANKESWAR GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510237

S2030673

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIPIKA GOGOI
KUMBHA GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510238

S2030674

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

DIPIKA MAZUMDER

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DILIP MAZUMDER
REGISTRATION NO.

25510239

S2030675

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIPNITA MECH
TARUN MECH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510240

S2030677

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC14-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

ELIZA KONWAR

Son/Daughter of

KRISHNA KT KONWAR

ROLL NO.

25510241

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030683

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

GEETASRI BORSAIKIA

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

BHUBAN BORSAIKIA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510242

S2030688

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

GURIYA MAHATO
LATE KRISHNA MAHATO
REGISTRATION NO.

25510243

S2030693

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

HIMAKSHI GOGOI
BIPUL GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510244

S2030698

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JINTIMONI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

DIGANTA SONOWAL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510245

S2030710

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

JUHI KHATOON
JULFIKAR ANSARI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510246

S2030716

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,HIN-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JULI CHUNGKRANG

Son/Daughter of

BIREN CHUNGKRANG

ROLL NO.

25510247

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030717

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

JUNALI SUTRADHAR

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

HALIN SUTRADHAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510248

S2030718

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KABITA PASSI
BHUSHAN PASSI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510249

S2037037

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KHUSBU KUMARI
RAM KISHOR RAI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510250

S2030735

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MADHUMITA GHOSH

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

KAMAL GHOSH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510251

S2030752

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

MEGHAMAYA GURUNG

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TARA GURUNG
REGISTRATION NO.

25510252

S2030764

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MOUHUA DEY
TAPAN DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510253

S2030773

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MOUMITA PAUL
MRINAL PAUL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510254

S2030774

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

MUSKAN KHATUN
JAKIR HUSSAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510255

S2030779

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NAFISHA BEGUM
ASHRAF ALI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510256

S2030782

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

NAMRATA BHATTACHARJEE
LATE RANJIT BHATTACHARJEE

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510257

S2030784

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NANDINI GOGOI
GOLAP GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510258

S2030785

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NANDITA NANDITA DAS

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ANUKANTA DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510259

S2030786

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NARGIS KHATUN
ABDUL AZIZ
REGISTRATION NO.

25510260

S2030787

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NEHA KANU
AMARJIT KANU
REGISTRATION NO.

25510261

S2030794

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NEHA DEY
NARAYAN DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510262

S2030795

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

NEHA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of

PARMESWAR KUMAR

ROLL NO.

25510263

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030796

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIHARIKA MECH
PROBIN MEH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510264

S2030799

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIKITA DEY
PINTU DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510265

S2030800

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIKITA KURMI
GOPI KURMI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510266

S2030801

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NIKITA RAJBHAR
NANDLAL RAJBHAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510267

S2030802

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,HIN-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

NUNEM SAWIN
NOKDANG SAWIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510268

S2030813

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRATHAMA DEY
MADHAB DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510269

S2030837

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PRITI MINING

Son/Daughter of

LATE. SONGAI MINING

ROLL NO.

25510270

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030838

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYA MAHATO
DEEPAK MAHATO
REGISTRATION NO.

25510271

S2030841

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,HIN-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYA DEY
MILAN DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510272

S2030842

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

PRIYA KUMARI GUPTA

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

VIJAY SHANKAR GUPTA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510273

S2030843

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYA ROY
DIPAK ROY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510274

S2030846

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

PRIYANKA DAS
PRADIP DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510275

S2030848

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

PUJA ROY
SIDDHARTHA SANKAR ROY

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510276

S2030851

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RAKHI BHUJEL
TUFAN KUMAR BHUJEL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510277

S2030864

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RISHA DEORI
MADHAB DEORI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510278

S2030873

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

RIYA CHOWDHURY

Son/Daughter of

GOPAL CHOWDHURY

ROLL NO.

25510279

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030882

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RIYA MALLICK
SAMIR MALLICK
REGISTRATION NO.

25510280

S2030883

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RIYA SHEEL
DULAL SHEEL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510281

S2030885

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

ROSELIN KHATUN
ARSHAD ALI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510282

S2030892

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RUKSAR BEGUM
PARVEZ KHAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510283

S2030894

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

RUMI URANG
SUNIL URANG
REGISTRATION NO.

25510284

S2030895

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SAGARIKA DEY

Son/Daughter of

DEBU PRASAD DEY

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510285

S2030897

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SAINY BONIYA
SHYAM BONIYA
REGISTRATION NO.

25510286

S2030900

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC1-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SAMBHITA DAS
SANKAR DAS
REGISTRATION NO.

25510287

S2030901

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SANDHYA SARKAR
BISHNU SARKAR
REGISTRATION NO.

25510288

S2030906

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC1-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SHENAZ AHMED

Son/Daughter of

NAZIBUDDIN AHMED

ROLL NO.

25510289

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030916

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHREYA GHOSH
BHOMAR GHOSH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510290

S2030919

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC10-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SHRUTI DEY
SWAPAN DEY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510291

S2030920

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SIKHA GOGOI
KAMAL LUCHAN GOGOI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510292

S2030923

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SONI SAHU
KISHAN SAHU
REGISTRATION NO.

25510293

S2030928

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SONIA B BEGUM

Son/Daughter of

NIYAMUDDIN AHMED

ROLL NO.

25510294

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030931

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SOUMILI PAUL
JADAV PAUL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510295

S2030932

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,EDCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ALTE-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SUDIPTA GHOSH
MANIK GHOSH
REGISTRATION NO.

25510296

S2030933

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SUHMITA MAJUMDER

Son/Daughter of

SUBASH MAJUMDER

ROLL NO.

25510297

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

S2030934

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

SUMI JAISWAL

Son/Daughter of

BOLARAM JAISWAL

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510298

S2030936

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SUPRIYA ROY
SHANKAR ROY
REGISTRATION NO.

25510299

S2030937

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SWAPNA MILI
KAMAL MILI
REGISTRATION NO.

25510300

S2030943

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,PHIN3-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TANU PASWAN
KAMLESHWAR PASWAN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510301

S2030945

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

TANUSHREE PAUL
SANJOY PAUL
REGISTRATION NO.

25510302

S2030946

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ECON3-ESE,BNL-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

TARA SHARMA
LAXMI NARAYAN SHARMA

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510303

S2030947

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC13-ESE,HIN-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.

TASHMIN HUSSAIN

Son/Daughter of
ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

SABER HUSSAIN
REGISTRATION NO.

25510304

S2030949

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
PSCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS.
Son/Daughter of

URMILA MANDAL
LATE SAKTI PADA MANDAL

ROLL NO.
DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE
EXAMINATION,
SUBJECTS:

REGISTRATION NO.

25510305

S2030956

OF

3RD SEMESTER B.A. EXAMINATION (CBCS)
2021
EDCN3-ESE,SOCN3-ESE,SEC2-ESE,ASM-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
(2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examinations
Dibrugarh University

Office Seal
Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.
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01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

